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Design & Development
The Avalanche 250 i/o is the latest design by Fairide Marine. The product will supply
you with ability to get the most out of everything you do on the water. Including
performance, comfort, functionality and an overall superior experience. You can take
pride in your boat having exceptional seating, storage, control, and style. Avalanche
is the Boat that you want to be in when cutting through the water.

Built for Perfection
All Avalanche’s start there life with the best
Gel coats and materials available. It is then
followed by the a complete hand built process
until the boat is ready for it’s testing and
delivery to you the customer.

Power and Engine Installation
All Avalanche 250’s are fitted
with Mercury's famous Mercruiser
stern drive engines. The boat can
be fitted with anyone of the following power units
1) 5.0 lt MPI - 260 Hp
2) 350 Magnum - 300 Hp
3) 6.2 lt MPI - 330 Hp

Interior and Comfort

The 250 dashboard is practically designed for the comfort
of the skipper

The deep freeboard of the bow
area makes the Avalanche 250
very safe for the kids and it is
large enough for the enthusiastic sunbather.

The seating design in the
250 allows for a large
amount of storage for all the
skiing and boating gear.

The large walkthrough on the
250 gives all passengers easy
access to climb aboard the
high performance Avalanche
250. The walkthrough also
has a built-in cooler box for
all refreshments.

Standard Features
1)Tempared glass windscreen
2)Boss Marine stereo system
3)Navigation lights
4)Deck lights
5)Marine grade vynil seating
6)Depth gauge
7)Non-slip self draining floor
8)Bilge pump
9)Blower
10)Glove box—lockable
11)Bow cover
12)Cup holders
13)Stainless steel ladders(bow &
stern)

Optional extra’s
1)Wakeboard tower
2)Boardracks
3)Sun canopy
4)Up-graded Sound system
5)Clip in carpets

Specifications
Hull construction: GRP
Hull length:
22 ft 9 in(6.94 meters)
Overall length: 24 ft 9 in (7.44 meters)
Beam:
101 in (2.55 meters)
Dead rise:
18’

